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Reaction-diffusion approach in soft diffraction

1. Elastic and inelastic diffraction.

A substantial part of the total interaction cross section of hadrons at high energies is du to
elastic and inelastic diffractive interactions. Presense of elastic scatttering even at highest inter-
action energies is dictated by the unitarity of the elastic scattering amplitude, while the inelastic
diffraction dissociation represents a special class of events. In these events either one or both of
the interacting hadrons dissociate into a hadron system (reffered to as single (SD) and double (DD)
diffractive dissociation respectively) or both of the hadrons remain intact with particle production
only at midrapidity. The latter class of events is refferred to as central diffraction (CD).

An elegant interpretation of inelastic SD and DD interactions for the case of a low invariant
mass of the diffracitvely produced system MX ∼ mhadron has been given by Good and Walker [1].
In their formalism the incoming hadron is represented as a superposition of the eigenstates of the
scattering operator. The coherence of the superposition is broken upon scattering under the condi-
tion that not all of the eigenamplitudes equal each other. In particular in the black disk limit, when
the eigenamplitudes equal unity in the impact parameter representation, the inelastic diffraction ex-
ists at the edge of the disk only and is asymptotically suppressed at high energies compared to the
total inelastic cross section. The Good–Walker formalism is used in a number of models [2, 3, 4],
including the one of the authors to fit the data on low-mass diffraction.

On the other hand a good description of the data on low-mass diffraction at various center of
mass energies has been achieved in the OPER model [5]. In this approach the incident nucleon
in the diffraction dissociation event fluctuates into a π-meson–nucleon pair prior to the interaction
with the subsequent scattering of either particle of the pair on the target. Applied to Good–Walker
formalism with the minimal choice of two scattering eigenstates (two channes) this implies one of
the channels to have a significantly larger coupling and interaction radius than the other. For the
diffractive production of states with large invariant mass MX�mhadron the Good–Walker formalism
is no longer applicable due to its explicit separation of diffractive and multiparticle states.

For MX � mhadron the differential SD cross section dσSD
dtdM2

X
at fixed t excibits a characteristic

1
M2

X
behaviour in contrast with the resonance-like structure at low masses, MX ∼ mhadron [6]. This

behaviour comes out naturally in the Reggeon Field Theory (RFT) based models. The elastic
scattering amplitude in the RFT is given by the exchanges of Pomerons with vacuum quantum
number in the t-channel. The cuts of the elastic scattering amplitude give the cross section for
various inelastic processes. In particular events with rapidity gaps come form the cut graphs with
Pomeron interactions (enhanced) and loops when the cut goes in between the Pomerons.

At the same time an increase with energy of the total interaction cross section indicates that
the intercept of the Pomeron trajectory is larger than unity. This implies power-like growth of
the total cross section (σ1P

tot ∼ s∆, ∆ > 0) which is in contradiction with the unitarity constraint
(σtot ≤ C ln2 s). The enhanced and loop contributions together with multipomeron exchahges are
essential for taming the growth and restoring the unitarity. The Reggeon Field Theory, a systematic
way for accounting of these graphs, has been formulated it the works of Gribov [7].

2. The reaction-diffusion approach in Reggeon Field Theory

The elastic scattering amplitude in the RFT is obtained as a convolution of the process-
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dependent vertices and the process-independent Green functions which contains all the dynamics
of the interaction. The Green function are obtained withtin the 2+1 dimentional field theory with
the Lagrangian

L =
1
2

φ
†(
←−
∂y −
−→
∂y)φ −α

′(∇bφ
†)(∇bφ)+∆φ

†
φ +Lint . (2.1)

A minimal choice for Lint which is dictated by the presence of inelastic high-mass diffraction is the
triple Pomeron vertex. However from the phenomenological point of view the more compicated
vetices are not excluded and a number of models has been suggested which involve infinite sets of
mPomeron→ nPomeron couplings [2, 3, 4].

The reaction-diffusion (RD) or stochastic approach used by the authors implies the “almost
minimal” choice for the interaction Lint . It was observed [8] that a system of classical particles
(“partons”) on two dimentional plane with certain evolution rules admits a field-theoretical de-
scription with the Lagrangian of the RFT with interaction term containing Pomeron scattering in
addition to the triple coupling:

Lint = i r3Pφ
†
φ(φ † +φ)+χφ

†2
φ

2 (2.2)

Partons af the stochastic system are allowed to move chaotically (characterized by diffusion
coefficient D), split, A→ A+A, with probability per unit time λ , or die, A→ /0, with a death
probability m1. When two partons are brought within the reaction range a due to the diffusion, they
can pairwise fuse, A+A→A, or annihilate, A+A→ /0 with the rates ν and m2 correspondingly. The
stochastic system of partons can be described by the symmetrized probability densities ρN(y;BN)

with normalization ∑N
1

N!
∫

dBNρN(y;BN) = ∑M pN(y) = 1 (here Zs ≡ {z1, . . . ,zs}). An equivalent
description in terms of inclusive s-parton distributions

fs(y;Zs) = ∑
N≥s

1
(N− s)!

∫
dBN ρN(y;BN)

s

∏
i=1

δ (zi−bi), (2.3)

allows to establish connection with the Reggeon Field Theory: the set of evolution equations for
the fs(y;Zs) coincides with the evolution equations for the exact Green functions of the RFT with
the interaction Lagrangian (2.2).

Phenomenological parameters of the Lagrangian (2.1) have direct correspondence with the
rates of the stochastic system (see table 1). The parton interaction distance a serves as a regulariza-
tion parameter for the Pomeron loops. For given values of the coupling r3P and the scale ε ≡ πa2

the quartic coupling χ can be varied.

Table 1: Relation between the parameters of the RFT and those of the stochastic approach.
RFT α ′ ∆ r3P, P splitting vertex r3P, P fusion vertex χ , 2P→ 2P

RD-approach D λ −m1 λ
√

ε (m2 +
1
2 ν)
√

ε
1
2(m2 +ν)ε

This correspondence allows to obtain numerically various quantities in the Reggeon Field
theory with account of all loops following a Monte-Carlo evolution of the RD system.

The procedure for computing the elastic scattering amplitude and its single diffractive cut was
described in [9, 10, 11]. The amplitude is given by the convolution at some linkage point y in
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rapidity of the the projectile- ( fs) and target associated ( f̃s) inclusive distributions according to the
general rules of the Reggeon field theory:

T el(b,Y ) =
∞

∑
s=1

(−1)s−1

s!

∫
dZsdZ̃s fs(y;Zs) f̃s(Y − y;Z̃s)

s

∏
i=1

g(zi− z̃i−b). (2.4)

Here g are some narrow functions normalized to
∫

g(b)d2b = ε . The most efficient way to compute
this convolution is to do it on event by event basis with setting the linkage point to the target rapidity
and doing subsequent Monte-Carlo average.

The inclusive s-parton distributions at projectile and target rapidities coincide with the hadron–
s-Pomeron vertices [10]:

fs(y = 0;Zs)≡ µs ps(Zs) = ε
s/2N (s)(Zs). (2.5)

In particular, the two-channel eikonal vertices correspond to the superposition of two Poissonian
distributions for the number of partons at zero evolution time. Upon the Monte-Carlo evolution of
initial random parton configuration one gets a set of N partons at certain positions b̂i in the trans-
verse plane. The event realization of inclusive distribution is thus f event

s (Bs)=∑{i1...is}∈{1...N} δ (b1−
b̂i1) . . .δ (bs− b̂is) and upon convolution with the set of target–n-Pomeron vertexes leads to:

T el
sample(b) =

N

∑
s=1

(−1)s−1
µ̃sε

s
∑

i1<i2...<is

p̃s(x̂i1−b, . . . , x̂is−b). (2.6)

The actual value of the elastic amplitude as a function of the impact parameter Tel(b,Y = lns) is
computed by making Monte-Carlo average of (2.6). The numerical procedure was described in
detail in [10].

Using the Lagrangian (2.1) implies that the elastic scattering amplitude we get is purely imagi-
nary, AP(b) = iTel(b), which is satisfied only approximately. At lower energies (

√
s. 100 GeV) we

add contributions from two secondary trajectories with positive and negative signature to improve
the quality of data description and assume that the real part is dominated by these contributions.
For the elastic pp/pp̄ scattering amplitude this gives:

Im fpp/pp̄(b)
∣∣√

s.100GeV = ImAP(b)+ [ImAR+(b)± ImAR−(b)] [1− ImAP(b)] (2.7)

Re fpp/pp̄(b)
∣∣√

s.100GeV = [ReAR+(b)±ReAR−(b)] [1− ImAP(b)]

with AR±(y,b) = η±β
2
±

exp(∆±y)
2α ′±y+2R2

±
exp
(
− b2

4(α ′±y+R2
±)

)
and η± = ±i− 1± cos[π(∆±+1)]

sin[π(∆±+1)]
.

We use Gaussian parameterization of Reggeon-hadron vertices.
For the energies of UA4 and higher contribution of secondary trajectories to the amplitude is

negligible. Here we evaluate the real part of the amplitude from the Gribov–Migdal relation [12]:

η ≡ ReM(s, t)
ImM(s, t)

∣∣∣∣
t=0
' π

2
1

ImM(s, t = 0)
dImM(s, t)

d lns
. (2.8)

where M(s, t = −q2) =
∫

d2qe−iqb f (Y = lns,b) is the amplitude in the transverse momentum
representation. Though (2.8) relates real and imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude,
that is, amplitude f (b) integrated over the impact parameter, we make use of it extrapolating to
arbitrary values of b.
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Once the ampitude f (b) is computed, the total and elastic cross sections are expressed as:

σ
tot(Y ) = 2

∫
d2b Im f (Y,b) , (2.9)

σ
el =

∫
d2b | f (Y,b)|2, (2.10)

dσ el

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=−q2

=
1

4π
|M(Y,q)|2 = π

∣∣∣∣∫ f (Y,b)J0(qb)bdb
∣∣∣∣2 . (2.11)

A single diffractive cut of the amplitude with a requirement of separation betwen the elastic
scattered hadron the diffractively produced system to be at least ygap rapidity units (with elastic
contribution included) can be computed as a sum of two terms:

T SDcut(b,Y,ygap) = 2T el(b,Y )−T ′(b,Y,ygap). (2.12)

The term T ′(b,Y,ygap) is computed in the same way as the elastic amplitude by making a Monte-
Carlo average of (2.6) with only the distinction in preparation of the projectile-associated set of
partons. The evolution starts with two sets which evolve independently up to the evolution time
ygap corresponding to the width of the rapidity gap. At that point the resulting partons are combined
into a single set which further evolves in the standard way from ygap up to the target rapidity Y .
Thus both, the elastic scattering amplitude and its single diffractive cut are computed within the
same numerical framework. Varying size of the gap ygap it is possible to compute the differential
diffractive cross section dσSD

dM2
X

.

3. Parameters and results

Prior to doing all-loop calculation we perform a two-channel eikonal fit to total and elastic
cross sections, trying at the same time to obtain a good description of differential elastic cross sec-
tions and requiring the low-M2

X diffractive cross section to be σSD ≈ 1.5 mbn at
√

s = 35GeV/c in
accord with ISR data [13, 14]. We use two-channel eikonal hadron–Pomeron vertices, N (s)(Zs) =

C1β
s
1 ∏ p1(zi)+C2β

s
2 ∏ p2(zi) with gaussian profile p1/2(zi) =

1
2πR2

1/2
exp
(
− z2

i
2R2

1/2

)
and parame-

terize for convenience β1/2 = βP(1±η).The lowest order contrbution of secondary trajectories and
the real part of the amplitude are also accounted as described above. From the eikonal fit we fix
the values of C1 = 0.1,C2 = 1−C1 = 0.9 and η = 0.65 and use them in the all loop calculation.
The values for other paremeters serve as the input for the first step of the all-loop fit. These values
except of the intercept, are only slightly modified when doing the all-loop fit.

For the all-loop calculation in addition we Trajectory P R+ R−
∆P/+/− 0.19 -0.27 -0.55
α ′, GeV−2 0.258 0.70 1.0
R2, GeV−2 7.79/0.26 3.0 9.5
βP/+/−, GeV−1 9.4 8.0 3.3

Table 2: Fitted parameters for the trajectories.

fix apriori the regularization scale a= 0.036 fm=

0.182 GeV−1, fix the triple coupling value at
r3P = 0.087 GeV−1 according to [15]1 and fix
2→ 2 coupling χ by setting ν = 1/2λ and m2 =

0 (see tab. 1). This is the same choice as for “set
3” in [11] where dependence on the scale a and
coupling χ was also studied.

1We use a different normalization of r3P (see [10]).
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The preliminary result for the all-loop fit to the total and elastic cross sections are plotted in
fig. 2 and the values of the fitted parameters are outlined in tab. 2. For comparison we plot also
the differential elastic cross section for “set 3” of [11]. We observe that data for differential elastic
cross section dσel/dt at larger |t| favor the configuration when couplings β1/2 and radii R1/2 for the
two channels significantly differ with much lower probability for the channel with larger coupling.
This is in accord with the expectations from the OPER model [5].
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Figure 1: Left, center: all-loop fits to total and elastic cross sections. Right: differential elastic cross section
at
√

s = 546,1900 and 7000 GeV, also shown calculation for “set 3” from [11] with C1 =C2 = 0.5, R1 = R2.
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Figure 2: Model results for the single-diffractive cross section.

In fig. 3 (left plot) we show results for single diffractive cross section. Including contributions
with interaction of secondary Reggeons (of the type PPR, RRR etc.) vanishing at high

√
s could

improve the situation with fitting the data at low c.m. energies which are at the moment poorly
described by the calculation. Another thing is that currently the value of r3P is taken from [15]
where it was extracted from low energy data in the triple Pomeron approximation without account
of multipomeron exhanges and loops. Considering r3P as another fitted parameter and including
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single diffraction data into the fit could also improve the description of inelastic difraction cross
section.

The single diffractive cross section as a function of the rapidity gap (fig. 3, center) shows
approximately linear behaviour (within the accuracy of the numerical calculation). As ygap =− lnξ

with ξ = M2
X/s and d/dygap =−M2

X d/dM2
X , this is consistent with 1/M2

X scaling of the dσSD/dM2
X

mentioned above. In the right panel of fig. 3 the slope of the linear fit is plotted versus the CMS
data on single diffraction [16]. At present stage one can speak only about the qualitative agreement
of the all-loop calculation results with the diffractive cross sections data.
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